
Quotable Quotes – Music 

A painter paints pictures on canvas.  But musicians paint their pictures on silence.  ~Leopold 
Stokowski 

Music washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life.  ~Berthold Auerbach 

All deep things are song.  It seems somehow the very central essence of us, song; as if all the rest 
were but wrappages and hulls!  ~Thomas Carlyle  

If the King loves music, it is well with the land.  ~Mencius 

Without music life would be a mistake.  ~Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche 

He who sings scares away his woes.  ~Cervantes 

Music was my refuge.  I could crawl into the space between the notes and curl my back to 
loneliness.  ~Maya Angelou  

Musical compositions, it should be remembered, do not inhabit certain countries, certain 
museums, like paintings and statues.  The Mozart Quintet is not shut up in Salzburg:  I have it 
in my pocket.  ~Henri  Rabaud 

My idea is that there is music in the air, music all around us; the world is full of it, and you 
simply take as much as you require.  ~Edward Elgar 

Alas for those that never sing, but die with all their music in them! ~Oliver Wendell  
Holmes 

Music is your own experience, your thoughts, your wisdom.  If you don't live it, it won't come 
out of your horn.  ~Charlie Parker 

Play the music, not the instrument.   ~Author Unknown 



Music's the medicine of the mind.  ~John A. Logan 

You are the music while the music lasts.  ~T.S. Eliot  

Music rots when it gets too far from the dance.  Poetry atrophies when it gets too far from 
music.  ~Ezra Pound 

Music expresses that which cannot be said and on which it is impossible to be silent.  ~Victor 
Hugo 

Music is an outburst of the soul.  ~Frederick Delius 

Music is what life sounds like.  ~Eric Olson 

If this word "music" is sacred and reserved for eighteenth and nineteenth century instruments, 
we can substitute a more meaningful term:  organization of sound.  ~John Cage 

All music is folk music.  I ain't never heard a horse sing a song.  ~Louis Armstrong 

Music expresses feeling and thought, without language; it was below and before speech, and it 
is above and beyond all words.  ~Robert G. Ingersoll  

Music is the literature of the heart; it commences where speech ends.  ~Alphonse de 
Lamartine 

When words leave off, music begins.  ~Heinrich Heine 

Music melts all the separate parts of our bodies together.  ~Anais Nin 

Music is forever; music should grow and mature with you, following you right on up until you 
die.  ~Paul Simon 

A jazz musician is a juggler who uses harmonies instead of oranges.  ~Benny Green 

The notes I handle no better than many pianists.  But the pauses between the notes - ah, that is 
where the art resides!  ~Artur Schnabel  



The pause is as important as the note.  ~Truman Fisher 

The city is built/To music, therefore never built at all,/And therefore built forever. ~Alfred 
Lord Tennyson 

Silence is the fabric upon which the notes are woven.  ~Lawrence Duncan 

Music produces a kind of pleasure which human nature cannot do without.  ~Confucius 

Rock music in its lyrics often talks ahead of the time about what's going on in the 
country.  ~Edmund G. Brown 

Classical music is the kind we keep thinking will turn into a tune.  ~Frank McKinney "Kin" 
Hubbard, Comments of  Abe Martin and His Neighbors ,  1923 

Country music is three chords and the truth.  ~Harlan Howard 

Music, once admitted to the soul, becomes a sort of spirit, and never dies.  ~Edward George 
Bulwer-Lytton 

A song has a few rights the same as ordinary citizens... if it happens to feel like flying where 
humans cannot fly... to scale mountains that are not there, who shall stop it?  ~Charles Ives 

The pleasure we obtain from music comes from counting, but counting unconsciously.  Music is 
nothing but unconscious arithmetic.  ~Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz 

After silence, that which comes nearest to expressing the inexpressible is music.  ~Aldous 
Huxley 

Music is love in search of a word.  ~Sidney Lanier  

Music is moonlight in the gloomy night of life.  ~Jean Paul Richter 

All the shopping malls and restaurants and airports are riddled with low-fidelity loudspeakers, 
which apparently have developed the ability to reproduce by themselves; these are all connected 
to a special programming service called Music That Nobody Really Likes, and you cannot get 
away from it.  ~Dave Barry 



Bach opens a vista to the universe.  After experiencing him, people feel there is meaning to life 
after all.  ~Helmut Walcha 

No good opera plot can be sensible: ...people do not sing when they are feeling 
sensible.  ~W.H. Auden  

“One good thing about music, when it hits you, you feel no pain.” ~Bob Marley  

 “Those who dance are considered insane by those who cannot hear the music.” ~George 
Carlin  

 “Music expresses that which cannot be put into words and that which cannot remain silent.” 
~Victor Hugo  

“If I were not a physicist, I would probably be a musician. I often think in music. I live my 
daydreams in music. I see my life in terms of music.” ~Albert Einstein  

“Music was my refuge. I could crawl into the space between the notes and curl my back to 
loneliness.” ~Maya Angelou  

“People worry about kids playing with guns, and teenagers watching violent videos; we are 
scared that some sort of culture of violence will take them over. Nobody worries about kids 
listening to thousands - literally thousands - of songs about broken hearts and rejection and pain 
and misery and loss.” ~Nick Hornby 

“We are the music makers, and we are the dreamers of dreams.” ~Arthur O'Shaughnessy 

“Music gives a soul to the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the imagination and life to 
everything.” ~Plato  

“We should consider every day lost on which we have not danced at least once.” ~Friedrich 
Nietzsche 

“Some people have lives; some people have music.” ~John Green 

“The only truth is music.”  ~Jack Kerouac  



 

“It's no good pretending that any relationship has a future if your record collections disagree 
violently or if your favorite films wouldn't even speak to each other if they met at a party.” ~ 
Nick Hornby  

“The only escape from the miseries of life are music and cats...” ~ Albert Schweitzer  

“Music is ... A higher revelation than all Wisdom & Philosophy” ~Ludwig van Beethoven  

“To stop the flow of music would be like the stopping of time itself, incredible and 
inconceivable.” ~Aaron Copland  

 “Why do beautiful songs make you sad?' 'Because they aren't true.' 'Never?' 'Nothing is 
beautiful and true.” ~Jonathan Safran Foer   

“Everything in the universe has a rhythm, everything dances. ” ~Maya Angelou  

“Ah, music," he said, wiping his eyes. "A magic beyond all we do here!” ~J.K. Rowling, 
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's  Stone  

“Because when he sings...even the birds stop to listen.” ~Suzanne Collins,  The Hunger 
Games   

“A painter paints pictures on canvas. But musicians paint their pictures on silence.” ~Leopold 
Stokowski  

“I just can't listen to any more Wagner, you know...I'm starting to get the urge to conquer 
Poland.” ~Woody Allen  

“If I can't dance to it, it's not my revolution.” ~Emma Goldman  

“Music touches us emotionally, where words alone can't.” ~Johnny Depp  

“If being an egomaniac means I believe in what I do and in my art or music, then in that respect 
you can call me that... I believe in what I do, and I'll say it.” ~John Lennon  



“I've always thought people would find a lot more pleasure in their routines if they burst into 
song at significant moments.” ~John Barrowman  

“I like beautiful melodies telling me terrible things.” ~Tom Waits  

“Without music to decorate it, time is just a bunch of boring production deadlines or dates by 
which bills must be paid.” ~Frank Zappa 

“Music is the great uniter. An incredible force. Something that people who differ on everything 
and anything else can have in common.” ~Sarah Dessen 

“Pop music often tells you everything is OK, while rock music tells you that it's not OK, but you 
can change it.” ~Bono 

“I love the relationship that anyone has with music ... because there's something in us that is 
beyond the reach of words, something that eludes and defies our best attempts to spit it out. ... 
It's the best part of us probably ...” ~Nick Hornby  

“Beethoven tells you what it's like to be Beethoven and Mozart tells you what it's like to be 
human. Bach tells you what it's like to be the universe.” ~Douglas Adams  

“Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard are sweeter: therefore, ye soft pipes, play on.” 
~John Keats  

“Where words fail, music speaks.” ~Hans Christian Andersen  

“The music is not in the notes, but in the silence between.” ~Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart  

“Music acts like a magic key, to which the most tightly closed heart opens.” ~Maria von 
Trapp  

“Music is the language of the spirit. It opens the secret of life bringing peace, abolishing strife.” 
~Kahli l  Gibran  

“What came first – the music or the misery? Did I listen to the music because I was miserable? 
Or was I miserable because I listened to the music? Do all those records turn you into a 
melancholy person?” ~Nick Hornby 



“Making a record is a lot like surgery without an anesthetic. You first have to cut yourself up the 
middle. Then you have to rip out every single organ, every single part and lay them on a table. 
You then need to examine the parts, and the reality of the situation hits you. You find yourself 
saying things like "I didn't know that part was so ugly." Or "I better get a professional opinion 
about that." You go to bed hollow and then back into the operating room the next day. . .facing 
every fear, every disgusting thing you hate about yourself. Then you pop it all back in, sew 
yourself shut and perform. . . you perform like your life depended on it----and in those perfect 
moments you find beauty you never knew existed. You find yourself and you friends all over 
again, you find something to fight for, something to love. Something to show the world.” 
~Gerard Way  

“You have to, take a deep breath. and allow the music to flow through you. Revel in it, allow 
yourself to awe. When you play allow the music to break your heart with its beauty.” ~Kelly 
White  

“Music is everybody's business. It's only the publishers who think people own it.” ~John 
Lennon  

“Men profess to be lovers of music, but for the most part they give no evidence in their opinions 
and lives that they have heard it.” ~Henry David Thoreau  

“Music is an outburst of the soul.” ~Frederick Delius  

One good thing about music, when it hits you, you feel no pain. ~Bob Marley  

Music is a moral law. It gives soul to the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the imagination, 
and charm and gaiety to life and to everything. ~Plato  

I was born with music inside me. Music was one of my parts. Like my ribs, my kidneys, my liver, 
my heart. Like my blood. It was a force already within me when I arrived on the scene. It was a 
necessity for me-like food or water. ~Ray Charles  

Music doesn't lie. If there is something to be changed in this world, then it can only happen 
through music. ~Jimi Hendrix  

I think music in itself is healing. It's an explosive expression of humanity. It's something we are 
all touched by. No matter what culture we're from, everyone loves music. ~Billy  Joel   



Music in the soul can be heard by the universe. ~Lao Tzu  

For me, singing sad songs often has a way of healing a situation. It gets the hurt out in the open 
into the light, out of the darkness. ~Reba McEntire  

Beautiful music is the art of the prophets that can calm the agitations of the soul; it is one of the 
most magnificent and delightful presents God has given us. ~Martin Luther  

Music is my religion. ~Jimi Hendrix  

Music is the movement of sound to reach the soul for the education of its virtue. ~Plato  

Music is the shorthand of emotion. ~Leo Tolstoy  

Music can change the world because it can change people. ~Bono  

There are more love songs than anything else. If songs could make you do something we'd all 
love one another. ~Frank Zappa  

All good music resembles something. Good music stirs by its mysterious resemblance to the 
objects and feelings which motivated it. ~Jean Cocteau  

Music, in performance, is a type of sculpture. The air in the performance is sculpted into 
something. ~Frank Zappa  

If you look deep enough you will see music; the heart of nature being everywhere music. 
~Thomas Carlyle  

Music is forever; music should grow and mature with you, following you right on up until you 
die. ~Paul Simon  

Music is moonlight in the gloomy night of life. ~Jean Paul  

If a composer could say what he had to say in words he would not bother trying to say it in 
music. ~Gustav Mahler  



Music has charms to sooth a savage breast, to soften rocks, or bend a knotted oak. ~Will iam 
Congreve  

The wise musicians are those who play what they can master. ~Duke Ellington  

I think it’s so cool that you can pick up the guitar and create something that didn't exist 5 
minutes ago. You can write something that no one’s ever heard before. You have music at your 
fingertips. ~Michelle Branch  

I don't care much about music. What I like is sounds. ~Dizzy Gillespie  

My music had roots which I'd dug up from my own childhood, musical roots buried in the 
darkest soil. ~Ray Charles  

Any good music must be an innovation. ~Les Baxter  

I think often sadness is a great place to get songs from. ~Sarah McLachlan  

There's a lot of music that sounds like it's literally computer-generated, totally divorced from a 
guy sitting down at an instrument. ~Aimee Mann  

You know, all my songs are relatives, brothers, sisters, cousins. ~David Coverdale  

Writing about music is like dancing about architecture. ~Martin Mull   

Music is a performance and needs the audience. ~Michael  Tippett   

Although I am basically self taught, I consider Debussy my teacher - the most important 
elements are colour, light and shadow. ~Toru Takemitsu  

If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different 
drummer. Let him step to the music which he hears, however measured or far away. ~Henry 
David Thoreau  

 


